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more and more men were coming up the beach, some running, some walking. we called a halt, and the men from the commando came up. the little man was still sitting on the wall,
his little face raised to me. commando, one of the strangest, most enigmatic, and yet most resourceful of the famous british commando teams, features an international cast of over
50 heroes in more than a dozen countries. although the nazis have occupied most of europe, the british commandos in their stirling tanks and jeeps, are on a mission to carry out a
risky rescue operation. the commandos' plan is to force a way through german defenses to an allied airfield on the border of france and neutral spain. for this they will be supported
by american b-17 flying fortress bombers. as the mission nears completion, the commandos discover that their escape route is blocked by germans who have occupied the border

airfield. in a desperate attempt to escape, the commandos are forced to fight their way through a maze of strongly defended german positions. their only hope of escape is to cross a
river and to destroy the bridges. commando is a thrilling adventure, which tells of a daring mission to rescue pows from a german prison camp in occupied france. the escape-and-
fight is staged in a beautiful and totally realistic recreation of the land around the prison camp, and in scenes on the island of tenerife, spain, and at the allied airbase at gibraltar. it

is a film full of adventure and high-spirited adventure and full of the "instantaneous" special effects now so fashionable. the battle scenes have no lip-syncing and no dubbing, except
for the dialogue. the dialogues are not supplied in english only, but in all languages. the whole film is done in the first person.
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i had no difficulty overtaking them. up until now, the only road they had been following had been badly damaged by
hell's angels during the night, and had been crossed by commandos at several points. the field was a sea of mud,
churned up by the weight of the tanks in the lead and the tracks of the guns in the rear. lanes had been cut by the

wheels of the vehicles, which now stuck in the sticky mud, and by the tracks of the tanks, which sank into the
quagmire. the troops had been forced to haul their vehicles free of the mud by hand. i had not expected to cover so
much distance so quickly, and the fastest way to langrune was through the st. aubin strongpoint. i decided to drive
my vehicle up to the top of the mound, half-way up, and continue through the gap that it had made, which i could

see ahead. i drove slowly, for the track was much too narrow for a tank to pass in safety, and i feared it might
collapse. even so, the tank, which was much larger than i had expected, stopped in front of me. the commando and
his driver were waiting, on the verge of the track, with a white flag in the tank. i went up to him, the driver saluted,

and i returned the salute. then i left him there and drove on towards langrune. with my commandos, the enemy
were firmly dug in, and we could not get close to them. the only way to dislodge them was to send a commando

team in to lay a mine under them. once they were all safely clear, the artillery could shell the area. but that could
take hours, and by then there would be too many enemy fighters in the village to allow us in. so we had to find

another way to get the strongpoint cleared. 5ec8ef588b
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